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Abstract
Visual analogue scales are widely used to measure subjective responses. Norris’ 16 visual analogue scales (N_VAS) measure
subjective feelings of alertness andmood. Up to now, different scientists have clustered items of N_VAS into different ways and Bond
and Lader’s way has been the most frequently used in clinical research. However, there are concerns about the stability of this
clustering over different subject samples and different drug classes. The aim of this study was to test whether Bond and Lader’s
clustering was stable in terms of subject samples and drug effects. Alternative clustering of N_VAS was tested.
Data from studies with 3 types of drugs: cannabinoid receptor agonist (delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol [THC]), muscarinic

antagonist (scopolamine), and benzodiazepines (midazolam and lorazepam), collected between 2005 and 2012, were used for this
analysis. Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used to test the clustering algorithm of Bond and Lader. Consensus clustering was
performed to test the stability of clustering results over samples and over different drug types. Stability analysis was performed using a
three-cluster assumption, and then on other alternative assumptions.
Heat maps of the consensus matrix (CM) and density plots showed instability of the three-cluster hypothesis and suggested

instability over the 3 drug classes. Two- and four-cluster hypothesis were also tested. Heat maps of the CM and density plots
suggested that the two-cluster assumption was superior.
In summary, the two-cluster assumption leads to a provably stable outcome over samples and the 3 drug types based on the data

used.

Abbreviations: BEN = benzodiazepine, CHDR = Centre of Human Drug Research, CM = consensus matrix, CNS = central
nervous system, EFA = exploratory factor analysis, N_VAS = Norris’ visual analogue scales, SCO = scopolamine, THC = delta-9-
tetrahydrocannabinol.
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1. Introduction

Central nervous system (CNS) drugs suffer from a low clinical
development success rate and they rank third to last according to
Kola and Landis.[1] Other than pharmacokinetic issues and lack
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of predictivity of preclinical tests,[2] there are also difficulties in
measuring the efficacy of CNS drugs. In clinical trials important
outcome measures are the subjective feelings of the subject rather
than, for example, objective biomarkers. Therefore, the correct
interpretation and analysis of subjective rating scores are
important to understanding drug effects.
Norris’ visual analogue scales (N_VASs) are commonly used

for the rating subjective feelings in clinical research. The scales
were originally designed in the 1920s, and discovered to be
sensitive to detect sedative drug effects in normal subjects.[3–7] A
set of 16 scales, which were intuitively grouped into 4 classes
(mental sedation, physical sedation, tranquilization, and other),
were used to measure drug effects by Malpas and Norris.[7,8]

Since then, VAS has been widely used in clinical studies in the
fields of pain and psychology and improvement of methodology
has been kept developing over time.[9–15] However, the large
number of scales and dependence among the scores have caused
difficulty in processing and interpretation of the scores. In order
to assess the different drug effects, many recursive modelling
techniques are available, in which the scores of 16 scales are
placed as the response variables. These models can be set up and
estimated either separately for each scale or for all scales
simultaneously. In the former case, it is hard to interpret results
with connections from 16 separated models, due to the
dependence of 16 scales scores. In the latter case, it raises a
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Figure 1. Research scheme: left is Bond and Lader’s approach; right is the scheme of current study. BEN=benzodiazepine; SCO=scopolamine, THC=delta-9-
tetrahydrocannabinol.
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great computational challenge to build a linear (mixed) model
with dependent multivariate response variables.
For the sake of simplicity and efficiency, reducing the

dimensions of the scale scores is essential.
Typically, all 16 N_VASs are assigned to a small number of

clusters that are mutually exclusive, so that scales in the same
group are similar to each other yet distinct from ones in other
groups. Then a representative score is calculated for each cluster,
usually by taking the average of the scales in a cluster. Instead of
theoretically clustering these 16 scales by their literal meaning, it
is preferable to take a data-driven approach for objectiveness.
Bond and Lader developed N_VAS into its present shape and
clusters.[16] As shown on left side of Figure 1, Bond and Lader
2

collected data from 500 subjects from technical colleges,
universities, and hospitals who were not taking medication.
One measurement on each of the 16 scales, was taken from each
subject. Then that dataset was directly analyzed using factor
analysis. The outcome was a clustering in 3 groups, as in
Table 1.[16] This result is widely used by clinical researchers, yet
the stability of this clustering should be validated over samples
and for assessing the effects of different drugs.
After Norris, Herbert applied the N_VASs measuring subject

feelings before and after sleep and also clustered the 16 items into
2 using principle-component analysis, but the results were limited
in terms of small subject number and only 1 medication type was
investigated.[17]



Table 1

Bond and Lader’s 3 clusters of Norris’ scales.

Categories Original VAS scale Item Indicator in heat map

Alertness Alert – Drowsy VASBL01 1
Strong – Feeble VASBL03 3
Muzzy – Clear-headed VASBL04 4
Well-coordinated – Clumsy VASBL05 5
Lethargic – Energetic VASBL06 6
Mentally slow – Quick-witted VASBL09 9
Attentive – Dreamy VASBL11 11
Incompetent – Proficient VASBL12 12
Interested – Bored VASBL15 15

Mood Contented – Discontented VASBL07 7
Troubled – Tranquil VASBL08 8
Happy – Sad VASBL13 13
Antagonistic – Amicable VASBL14 14
Withdrawn – Gregarious VASBL16 16

Calm Calm – Excited VASBL02 2
Tense – Relaxed VASBL10 10
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At the Centre of Human Drug Research (CHDR), many studies
have been conductedwithCNSdrugs, using the 16N_VAS scales to
evaluate drug effects.[18–24] These data create the opportunity to test
the robustness of the Bond and Lader clustering over samples and
different drug classes using factor analysis approach. Exploratory
factor analysiswas themain factor analysis used in this study. Factor
analysis covers a range ofmultivariatemethods used to explain how
underlying factors influence a set of observed variables. Exploratory
factor analysis (EFA) is used to identify these underlying factors and
has become an integral statistical method in the social, health,
biological, and physical sciences.[25] It is also applied in clinical
research such as in pulmonary disease, antidepressant drug study,
and lab examination data analysis.[26–28]
2. Methods

2.1. Norris VAS

A computer-based method was used for collection of the N_VAS
data. Sixteen lines, corresponding to 16 scales, were presented on
a computer screen to subjects, and the lines consist of a line
segments with opposite terms on both the extremities of the line.
The scoring system involved 16 scales with continuous scaling
from 0 to 100, and in each scale, 50 was presumed to be the score
of no effect or feeling normal. Dutch language versions of the
scales were used. Subjects were required to put a mark on the line
that best represented their subjective state according to the tested
condition, and the length between the left head of the line and the
marked point is defined as the score of the scale. All participants
were trained in-house before the studies.
2.2. Data collection

Data collected in this research groups the observations of studies
performed at the CHDRbetween 2005 and 2012. In total, data of
304 healthy male subjects were included. All subjects received
placebo and 297 out of 304 received a second treatment in a
crossover manner: 142 benzodiazepines (midazolam, alprazo-
lam, and lorazepam), 86 muscarinic receptor antagonist
(scopolamine), and 69 a cannabinoid receptor agonist (delta-9-
tetrahydrocannabinol [THC]), N_VAS was conducted once or
3

twice before and usually 8 to 9 times after drug administration.
Although all 304 subjects had repeated measures of the 16 VAS
scales, the average over the time for each individual subject was
used as a single observation.
These 3 classes of drugs were selected due to their different

mechanisms of action and their common usage in pharmacody-
namic challenge tests. Details of the clinical trial designs have
been published previously.[21,22,29–33] All studies were performed
at the Centre for Human Drug Research in Leiden, the
Netherlands, and approved by the local ethics committee of
Leiden University Medical Center (Leiden).[21,22,29–33] The
subjects consented in writing to the study after full explanation
of what was involved. All trials were double-blind, crossover, or
partial crossover.
2.3. Analysis in R

The statistical software R version 3.0.2 (R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, 2010) was used for input
file preparation, processing, and visualizing of the analysis.
2.4. Research scheme

The datasets used were: the total placebo set, 3 subsets of the
placebo data based on the other drug given, the total set with drug
treated data, the subset with scopolamine data, the subset with
benzodiazepine data, and the subset with THC data. As shown in
Figure 1 for all thementioned datasets and subsets, bootstrapping
was used to generate 1000 samples. By using a resampling
approach (bootstrap), it was possible to generate multiple sub-
datasets from the original dataset. In each sub-dataset, EFA was
applied, at first with the fixed assumption of 3 clusters. The
outcomes of the 1000 factor analyses were used to generate a
consensus cluster that was visualized by heat maps. Different
cluster numbers were further tested for the drug treated samples.
2.5. Exploratory factor analysis

EFAwas used as the main step in the clustering algorithm. It is an
analytical paradigm for modelling the relationships among sets of
observed variable (i.e., manifest variables) and latent factors. The
exploratory branch of this approach is designed for the situation
that the prior knowledge of these relationships is unknown.[34]

The latent factors are usually assumed to be mutually indepen-
dent. EFA can be also seen as a dimension-reduction technique.
As the number of latent factors is usually presumed to be much
smaller than the number of observed variables, the leading latent
factors (sorted by corresponding eigenvalues) are considered to
retain major information of the data. The number of latent
factors can be decided by performing a likelihood ratio test, or, in
case of Bond and Lader, by setting a threshold on the
corresponding eigenvalues. The reason for choosing an EFA
was that this study was aligned with Bond and Lader’s previous
work[16] and as such the validation of the stability would not be
impacted by a different clustering approach.
The performance of EFA was based on a publication of Hardle

and Simar.[34] For each of the original 16 scales used, the factor
loading reflects the magnitude of its relation with a latent factor.
The 16 scales were assigned to the factor with the highest loading,
and the factors become the clusters. The items in the same cluster
are mainly influenced by the same factor, and the difference
factors are uncorrelated under the EFA paradigm.

http://www.md-journal.com
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2.6. Consensus cluster

Consensus clustering was performed to test the stability of the
clustering result over the 1000 bootstrapped samples and over
different drug types.[35] It is a model-independent resampling-
based methodology, so that it is not influenced by different
approaches of clustering. The core of consensus clustering is a
method to represent the consensus across multiple runs of a
cluster algorithm. The methodology used was based on those of
Monti and colleagues.[35]

The typical result of consensus clustering method is a
consensus matrix (CM) and heat map visualization. The CM
is anN�Nmatrix, with the original items in a pre-specified order
or ordered automatically by the outcome of the clustering. Each
element in the CM represents a ratio between the count of times
that the 2 items were clustered together and the total number of
times that 2 items are both in the resampled dataset. Every
Figure 2. Bootstrap consensus matrix plots of all placebo data by prefixing the nu
analysis based on the consensusmatrix. The blue color represents correlation=1, w
SCO, and BEN separately. BEN=benzodiazepine, N_VAS=Norris’ visual analog
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element of CM ranges between 0 and 1. A heat map provides
visualization. In this study, the color “blue” represents 1 and
“white” represents 0. If the sequence of the original items is
sorted based on the clustering result, it is expected that a perfect
clustering result is translated into some blue blocks in the
diagonal of the heat map and purely white in other positions. The
further the departure from this image, the poorer the quality of
the clustering result. Additionally, each block corresponds to a
different cluster, and the number of blocks is highly related to the
true number of cluster in the data.
2.7. Number of clusters to be tested in CM

As mentioned, CM requests a prefixed number of clusters. All
possible assumptions on the number of clusters for 16 N_VASs
are 1 to 16. The assumption that all 16 N_VASs are from 1 single
mber of factors at 3. The sequence of N_VAS items is sorted by internal cluster
hile the white color represent=0. Panels A, B, C, and D represent all data, THC,
ue scales, SCO=scopolamine, THC=delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.
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cluster was considered trivial and therefore not tested. On the
other hand, more than 4 clusters were considered not worthwhile
as a dimension-reduction method. Therefore, this study limited
the analysis to 2, 3, and 4 clusters.
3. Results

3.1. Descriptive distribution

In total, mean observations of 304 subjects treated with placebo
and 297 subjects treated with THC, or scopolamine or
benzodiazepine were used. The total study design is depicted
in Figure 1. The distribution of each item was plotted
Figure 3. Bootstrap consensusmatrix plots by prefixing the number of factors at 3.
consensus matrix. The blue color stands for correlation 1, while the white color
separately. BEN=benzodiazepine, SCO=scopolamine, THC=delta-9-tetrahydro
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(Supplemental Digital Content [Appendix Figs. 1A and 1B],
http://links.lww.com/MD2/A90).
3.2. Three-way clustering of scales in data of subjects
treated with placebo

Data from the placebo group was first tested using the three-
cluster assumption. As shown in Figure 2, even though the cluster
number was fixed as 3, the block with items 8, 10, 14, and 16 and
block with items 2, 7, and 13 could not be clearly identified. Also,
if comparing the clustering result of all placebo data and result of
3 sub-datasets after categorizing by the co-treated drug in the
same study, it shows that not only 3 clear sharp, blue blocks could
The sequence of N_VAS items is sorted by internal cluster analysis based on the
stands for 0. Panels A, B, C, and D represent all data, THC, SCO, and BEN
cannabinol.

http://links.lww.com/MD2/A90
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not be identified, but also that quite a few items were very
unstable among different datasets, such as items 2, 7, 8, 10, 14,
15, and 16.

3.3. Three-way clustering of scales in data of subjects
treated with medication

The stability analysis of the Bond and three-clusters was
then carried out in data treated with medication. The analysis
results are presented as a heat maps (Fig. 3). The heat maps
present themselves with no clear sharp 3 blue blocks in the
diagonal line. The clustering differs between each of the drugs. In
Figure 4. Bootstrap consensusmatrix plots by prefixing the number of factors at 2.
consensus matrix. The blue color stands for correlation 1, while the white color
separately. BEN=benzodiazepine, N_VAS=Norris’ visual analogue scales, SCO
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other words, these data give no support for Bond and Lader’s
three-way clustering or any other hypothetical three-way
clustering.

3.4. Two-way clustering of scales in data of subjects
treated with medication

Two blue blocks in the diagonal line are adequately clear
across the 4 sub-graphs in Figure 4, especially for the
matrix based on merged data, which suggests that the two-
cluster assumption is relatively well supported. The 4 cases
generally agree on two-clusters: items 2, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16
The sequence of N_VAS items is sorted by internal cluster analysis based on the
stands for 0. Panels A, B, C, and D represent all data, THC, SCO, and BEN
=scopolamine, THC=delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.



Figure 5. Bootstrap consensusmatrix plots by prefixing the number of factors at 4. The sequence of N_VAS items is sorted by internal cluster analysis based on the
consensus matrix. The blue color stands for correlation 1, while the white color stands for 0. Panels A, B, C, and D represent all data, THC, SCO, and BEN
separately. BEN=benzodiazepine, N_VAS=Norris’ visual analogue scales, SCO=scopolamine, THC=delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol.
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and items 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12. However, there is still some mild
instability, mainly caused by 2 highly unstable items 15 items
[Interested – Bored] and 16 [Withdrawn – Gregarious].
Moreover, item 3 [Strong – Feeble] shows mild instability for
the scopolamine treatment.

3.5. Four-way clustering of scales in data of subjects
treated with medication

Figure 5 shows that a four-cluster assumption is not supported in
any of the cohorts or their combination. The clustering differs
significantly between each drug treatment as well.
7

4. Discussion

The aim of this analysis was to test whether Bond and Lader’s
clustering was stable over samples and over drug effects.[3] If not,
alternative clustering of N_VAS was to be tested.
The three-cluster presented by Bond and Lader[3] was not

stable in general, neither over samples nor over drug effects. This
is consistent for data of subjects treated with placebo and study
drugs. The heat maps of the placebo data were different if
categorized by co-treated drugs in the same trial. This suggests
considerable inter-trial variability which may lead to instability
based on Bond and Lader’s three-way clustering.[3]

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 2

Newly identified clusters of Norris’ scales.

New categories Original VAS scale
Item Indicator

in heat map

Sedation and impairment Alert – Drowsy VASBL01 1
Strong – Feeble VASBL03 3
Muzzy – Clear-headed VASBL04 4
Well-coordinated – Clumsy VASBL05 5
Lethargic – Energetic VASBL06 6
Mentally slow – Quick-witted VASBL09 9
Attentive – Dreamy VASBL11 11
Incompetent – Proficient VASBL12 12

Mood Calm – Excited VASBL02 2
Contented – Discontented VASBL07 7
Troubled – Tranquil VASBL08 8
Tense – Relaxed VASBL10 10
Happy – Sad VASBL13 13
Antagonistic – Amicable VASBL14 14
Interested – Bored VASBL15 15
Withdrawn – Gregarious VASBL16 16
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As the three-cluster approach lacked supporting evidence, data
reduction could be improved by other ways of clustering. To test
this hypothesis, 2 and 4 clusters were then applied. The two-
cluster assumption was proved to be sufficiently stable in general,
compared to the three- and four-cluster assumption. However,
the two-clusters resulted in minor instability across the drug
effects. More specifically, the two-cluster result was the same for
all combined data, but items 15 and 16 in THC, item 3, 5, and 12
in the scopolamine treatment, and items 7, 13, and 15 following
benzodiazepine administration showedminor instability. Item 15
was found to be unstable in most of the clusters. The reason for
the poor performance could be the difficulty of interpreting the
question (interested – Bored), and hence a further instruction
from the researcher administering the questionnaire could be
beneficial.
As the two-cluster approach was most stable, the most

appropriate description of the clusters was sought. One cluster
was named sedation and impairment, which included items 1, 3,
4, 5, 6, 9, 11, and 12. These items are the first 2 types of Norris
original design (see Table 2). In our study, mental and physical
sedation could not be identified, nor intellectual, and bodily
impairment. As a result, the cluster containing these items was
called sedation and impairment in general. The remaining cluster
includes items 2, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15, and 16, which are
collectively best described as mood. Current clustering results
also agreed with Herbert’s formal cluster[17] using principle-
component analysis except item 15 (Interested – Bored), which is
one of the most instable items among difference drugs.
One of the basic assumptions is that N_VAS scores, which

basically are of an ordinal categorical nature, are turned into
continuous variables.[7,8] Byrne presented an elegant summary
on the topic of treating categorical data as continuous.[36] In
short, the majority of the literature supports the opinion that
ignoring the categorical nature of the data is negligible as the
number of categories and the proximity of the data to a normal
distribution increase. However, departure from normality,
especially skewness, can cause decline of the reliability of the
Chi-square-based test or estimation. Hence, the assumption of
continuousness may not cause serious trouble in the exploratory
8

factor analysis, which is the basis of our cluster algorithm, but the
internal statistical tests should only be usedwith caution. Besides,
even though 3 types of medications were tested, it is worth
mentioning that this clustering was only limited to drugs with
sedative properties. To evaluate drugs with stimulant properties,
the conclusion from this study may not be applicable. For a
specific new drug, the statistical approach proposed in this work
can be applied for this drug, when the data is available, to ensure
the most proper clustering number can be selected for it. Another
limitation of this study was that the current approach was only
aimed to cluster the 16 scales of N_VAS in a population manner
but was unable to quantify variations between subjects.
Statistical approach focusing on estimate inter-subject variabili-
ty, such as non-linear mix effect model,[37] etc might be further
explored on top of the clustering methods in future. In this
retrospective study, only data of male subjects were available.
Considering multiple reports on sex/gender impact on central
nervous system,[38–40] further data should be collected for female
subjects in future.
The analysis in this manuscript is mainly based on consensus

clustering method of Monti et al,[35] with necessary adjustments
for application in the drug development research. It is a model-
independent resampling-based methodology of class discovery
and cluster validation, which provides both numerical measure-
ments and visualized tools for assessing the quality of the
clustering results with respect to sensitiveness-to-noise and over-
fitting. From the diverse number of resampling schemes, Monti
et al proposed the appropriateness of subset sampling on features
(comparable to the scales in our case) in gene expression studies
due to the high dimensionality of the data.[35] However, this is not
suitable for pharmaceutical/clinical studies, and the reason is
two-fold. Compared to the normal number of features in gene
studies (i.e., over 10,000), we only have 16 variables, which is
undesirable for any resampling scheme with an adequate amount
of runs. On the other hand, a clinical study is usually able to
include much more samples than gene studies. Therefore,
bootstrapping on samples was chosen for our study due to the
parsimony of information, with the underlying assumption of
independence between scales clustering and samples. Besides,
bootstrapping produces perturbed data sets with the same size as
the original, which can be one of the influential factors for
determining the number of clusters.
It is inherent that 2 factor clustering is more stable than 3 or 4

and only a single factor analysis may already help to test the
stability on the original dataset. Yet, the current study provided a
statistical proof that is based on clinical data of multiple types of
drugs. We applied the consensus cluster method to present direct
and visible advantages of two-cluster way, which suggested that
Bond and Lader’s cluster method could be improved.
5. Conclusion

In summary, based on the consensus clustering method with EFA
and bootstrapping, it can be concluded that a 2-cluster approach,
best described as sedation/impairment and mood, proved to be
sufficiently stable for Norris’ VAS scale.
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